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Black Sky Thinking Field 

 Definition Black Sky Thinking Field is a framework generated by ideas, concepts, knowledge, purposes, strategies, 

systems, technologies and feelings focused in the improvement of human kind for an assertive, generous, responsible and kind 

leadership in the cosmos cybernetics. It is considered a field due the cosmos is formed by different levels of organizations that are 

considered fields. The purpose of Black Sky Thinking is to have a deeper comprehension of all the levels in the universe that build 

the reality in order to act in congruency with reality maximizing the benefits for all living forms and their interactions. Black Sky 

Thinking Field will expand the sense of human kind purpose in universe as evolving creatures toward devoted, responsible, 

generous, intelligent and kind manufacturers of reality. 

 The vision of Black Sky Thinking is to generate creative, innovative and positive presence and leadership in cosmos 

improving human capital leadership through technology based on spiritual and humanistic fundaments. The vision is to encode a 

manufactured evolution that will be shaped or influenced by human thought and action to influence the internal and external 

environment. The Black Sky Thinking vision will align a sense of connection with universe; solutions, technology and timing in the 

process of know how to interact in a rational and sensitive way in cosmos exploration and use. 

The vision of Black Sky Thinking may inspire a generation of solutions based not merely in competition but in a wider 

conception and understanding of cosmos as a malleable matter for self-realization bonded to the truth of existence and to inspire all 

modes of existence. 

 The mission of Black Sky Thinking is to generate a framework with parameters that will revolutionize human beings self-

awareness of their impact in universe in order to revolutionize the way of interacting in an intelligible, sensitive and efficient way in 

the perpetual- motion machine (universe).  Black Sky Thinking will generate a framework that will serve human kind like a blue print 

to revolutionize and to innovate the structure of reality in a congruent and consistent manner with values, ethics and consistent 

oriented growth of its members. Black Sky Thinking vision is to generate beings that in an unwavering commitment of high ethical 

standards will revolutionize the reality and the interaction with the process of cosmos with strategies that integrate values, ethics and 

respect for all living forms or fields that support life. 

 Material world may be the raw material to express the high evolved level of the spirit of human kind. Technology, science, 

knowledge are tools of improving the habits, philosophies, ideas and strategies for a proper expression of the sublime expression of 

human kind spirit. Different to current reality where matter, knowledge, science and technology submit ego to dominate the spirit, 

Black Sky Thinking is formed by beings with high dominium of spiritual noble reality and inspired to higher ways of expressing the 

power of holding the light in their feeling, thinking and way to proceed in the creation of reality. 

 The benefits will be the generation of innovative, cutting-edge and influential society. A society that will provide strategies, 

services, philosophies, fields and technologies that through the establishment of select investment of human kind knowledge, 

consciousness and strive for innovative ways of problem solving and driving innovation. To achieve this goal will be necessary an 

approach of manufacturing  a reality benevolent with all living forms and responsible with the fields, structures, systems and process 

that support life in cosmos. 

Justification, 

Human kind’s use of science has been focused to explore, comprehend and use knowledge in human being benefit in short 

term, economic or political terms. Black Sky Thinking focus is to create a framework leading toward a rational, efficient and 

benevolent (with all living forms and its systems to support life) use of the universe in its different dimensions.  Black Sky Thinking 

emerges as a solution for the individual to turn it into a field of development for the collective. The aim is to impact the inner desire, 

focus and attention of human kind individuals toward goals, philosophies and strategies that will benefit the collective of all living 

forms and the structure of cosmos. 
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“Tlacticpac Toquichtin tiez” The land will be as the men are. Extending the comprehension of this Nahuatl vision where it 

expresses that the nature of human kind will be understood by seeing how the land where the live is. It is imperative to focus in the 

development of human kind who are the ones modifying the nature of cosmos. The aim of Black Sky Thinking is to pass from a 

fragmentated relationship of human kind with cosmos toward a structured, positive and progressive connection. 

Black Sky Thinking framework creation is imperative due the emergent, switching, innovative and metamorphic 

management of reality by sciencetists, and the expansion of the human consciousness that has crossed the frontiers of the fields of 

earth. The framework may be a flexible network to be developed, modified and adjusted according to the emergent and unexpected 

situations in an effective, innovative and accurate flexible system or group of systems. Humanity may be empowered to develop into 

a new level of consciousness in order to revolutionize the effectiveness of their interaction in cosmos. Humanity next focus may be 

the accurate, effective and innovative synergy with the process of cosmos (time and space) without compromising ethics, integrity 

and well-being of all living forms. 

Black Sky Thinking may provide tools to exceed the powerful expectations of change in a short period of time and adapting 

to the nature’s of universe that is constantly developing towards higher levels of material complexity and consciousness. Black Sky 

Thinking may be congruent with Teilhard de Chardin’s term where states that the actual cause of the universe is to grow in 

complexity and consciousness to transcendent and independent of the evolving universe. 

Values, it is fundamental to inspire and compromise human kind toward a leading bonding with universe in a synergy based 

in high ethical standards and integrity: 

 Respect the dignity, rights and contributions of all living forms and all fields or systems that generate a basis for life. 

 A strive to implement of innovative strategies that will revolutionize the effectiveness and accuracy of technology in 

an uncompromising, ethical manner for human kind. 

 Recognition of the needs, concerns and rights generated in human kind in the creation of the new fields or 

frameworks of interaction generated by the technological revolution in order to generate solutions of high 

effectiveness and confidence. 

 Responsibility of Black Sky Thinking members will be to develop a performance focused in the accelerated, 

accurate and continuous improvement of human kind in their fundaments to drive innovation and new technologies. 

 Strengthen the awareness in human kind of the importance of actions based on the responsibility that lies in the 

incursion of extending human kind interaction beyond earth dominium. 

 Generate autopoiesis in a spiral pattern of positive evolution. 

 The aim is to crystalize a rational, sensitive and efficient system or group of systems for the exploration and use of 

universe to generate higher levels of reality to benefit all living forms. 

 Instead of minimizing humans to be controlled in earth, they may be empowered to become all a crew destined to 

explore the universe. Economically to pass from Dependency theory to a new economic model. Civilization should 

have as a priority to help human kind to evolve in all possible ways instead of generate solutions to reduce physical 

effort as well as the improvement of Universe structure. Only in this way humans will turn themselves into 

mechanisms of evolution, the solidity of this action will happen when all human beings combine their efforts. 

Mechanical intelligence should be an answer to moral intuition not a tool to destroy moral intuition. The purpose of 

human kind should be to accelerate the process of personal adaptation to a high standard of global evolution. 

Civilization may generate personal eagerness to reach the limits of self-capabilities of the most perfect human ideal 

but not with a selfish desire of spirit’s peace but integration in the divine task of becoming a superior race promised 

by evolution. Civilization must inspire out random scale self-development to move to a higher plane of evolution. 

The fusion of personal aim with human kind aim should be noted in moral and spiritual level.  

 Nature has placed in mankind tools to accelerate the development and evolution, there is a huge responsibility for 

the actions to be taken to successfully develop this task. (Orenda Urbano Hernández) 

 Due the universe dimensions and extensions are immense all members of human kind could be creating solutions 

to explore it and advance in faster, assertive, accurate and humanistic way. 
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Project Scope and strategies: through a semantic web based on cybernetics sequence model designed by 

WWW.ANTROPOSDESIGN.ORG  and an experimental city that will held the Black Sky Thinking Confederation. 

A collective thought may be that we are honored to have inherited nature’s work and the amazing capability to understand, 

decipher and modify the intrinsic structures of it. Black Sky Thinking develops the spiritual side of human being to create a kind of 

ubiquitous human singularity cybernetics for a secure, happy and empowered reality in earth and cosmos.  

 Black Sky Thinking will nourish its core, vision, mission and goals inspired in the most brilliant, transcendental and visionary 

thinkers of human kind of all times. The purpose consists in greater clarification of answers to the basic questions of life. As Leon 

Tolstoy wrote in his Diaries: “ A man’s soul is a divine spark, the truth itself. It is only a matter of removing from this divine spark (the 

truth) everything that obscures it. Progress consists, not in the increase of truth, but in by washing off form it everything that isn´t 

gold.” 

The project of Black Sky Thinking will be to direct humanity’s attention toward a truth that ennoble human kind perception of 

universe and actions that will lead to progress, evolution and transformation to improve the reality of living forms and the structure of 

cosmos. Science, technology, knowledge are tools to modify, create and improve the cybernetics of reality, they are not an end by 

themselves. The true battles of human kind are not between each other but with the different levels of cybernetics of the cosmos, 

battles against our own ignorance and unkindness. The focus of human kind may be a clear comprehension of cycles, systems and 

patterns of current reality to become speed, safe and skillfulled blue printers of new reality. The purpose is to produce a breeding of 

visionaries whom bestowed by unusual thinking, technologies and singularity will preempting o the struggles of unimaginable. Black 

Sky Thinking members will be the ambassadors with cosmos representing the highlighted beings that represent a positive field of 

human kind spirit. 

 The way to measure this goal will be through: 

I. Black Sky Thinking Matrix, a semantic web based in the “Cybernetic Sequence Model” generated by 

WWW.ANTROPOSDESIGN.ORG, that will transform into measurable the values described in the Cybernetic 

Sequence Model the Black Sky Thinking Matrix, leaded by the vision of exploration and leadership of the 

universe.  

II. Black Sky Thinking Wearable Devices will be the platform of interaction and measurement between the 

theories, philosophies, ideas, politics and goals and the results physical results in the experimental city to 

provide in real time organized information for the Black Sky Thinking Confederation.  

III. Black Sky Thinking Confederation that will be leading the challenge will be to redefine concepts, structures, 

systems and approaches of cosmos perception to generate the purpose and responsibilities with universe. 

IV. Black Sky Thinking Experimental City will provide a material framework where the actions orientated to 

transform and improve human kind and all living forms. 

 The matrix will be accessible through wearable devices that can support in real time the user in order to build 

personal framework of believes, values, ideas, strategies and concepts in order to generate a self-evaluation to generate a self-

assessment. The purpose of this matrix is to maximize personal achievement and evolution and to provide a global matrix to assess 

human kind to generate strategies and processes. 

Black Sky Thinking creates tools, systems and opportunities to generate in humanity a genuine interest and effort toward the 

truth and the nature of cosmos also to sparkle the vision of a sophisticated way to mold the cybernetics of a golden reality to all living 

forms. This vision may include the analysis of future consequences to the actions to minimize existential risks and maximize 

opportunities through collaboration. 

I. The Black Sky Thinking Matrix 

 A semantic web based on the Cybernetic Sequence Model generated by www.antroposdesign.org that will turn into 

measurable its concepts. The semantic web will measure how the user conceives the congruency of its daily actions with the 

http://www.antroposdesign.org/
http://www.antroposdesign.org/
http://www.antroposdesign.org/
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philosophies, values and goals of Black Sky Thinking. Through personal measurement the semantic web will generate global 

statistics of the users to obtain accurate information in real timing. The Black Sky Thinking Matrix will expand and lead human kind 

awareness of its responsibility in the exploration and leadership in cosmos through philosophies, systems, ideas and information. 

II. The Black Sky Thinking Wearable Devices 

 Wearable devices will be the technology to provide accurate, updated and real time information and at the same time will be 

the link with the Black Sky Thinking Matrix and user that will provide updated, accurate and real time information emergent from the 

Black Sky Thinking Matrix. 

III. The Black Sky Thinking Confederation 

Black Sky Thinking Confederation will be responsible to establish a framework of peaceful, assertive and of continuous 

evolution framework. Focusing in achievement, improvement and evolution, the confederation may consider this aspects:  

1. If human kind is the higher living form in universe, to become an example worth following and learning from. 

2. If human kind finds a higher living form in universe, to sparkle a positive connection. 

3. If human kind finds a violent structure, to possess the singularity to generate solutions to face possible 

negative encounters. 

To avoid the bureaucracy into Black Sky Thinking Confederation, the goal will be to provide assertive, viable and self-

explained solutions in an appropriate timing accessible to different levels of human kind understanding. 

Black Sky Thinking Act: 

1. The expansion of human knowledge, intervention and activities in the universe to improve all living forms in the search of 

peaceful systems to achieve effective cybernetics of cosmos.  

2. The creation of systems, processes and technologies of human kind cybernetics (autopoiesis) in a secure, fast and efficient 

way to generate continuous improvement of the usefulness, secureness,  performance and efficiency of human interaction 

in cosmos cybernetics.  

3. Generate the tradition of expanding physical, mental and spiritual boundaries of humanity to establish fields of stability, 

empowerment and innovation.. 

4. Advocate humanity to the task of decoding the different expressions of reality (mathematical, physical, chemical, 

philosophical, etc…) to create systems and matrix’s of achievement and prosperous interaction with reality. 

5. Mind modeling by organizing and mapping belief, knowledge and values into higher level of consciousness. 

6. Establishment of life matrix values to protect current existing living forms, their interactions and secureness.  

7. Effective, secure, fast and innovative adaptation of living forms into an improved, efficient and highly adaptive system into 

the emergent reality created by the cosmos cybernetics adaptation and improvement. 

8. Fast, innovative, efficient and intelligent establishment of systems, technologies, processes, politics and adaptations into an 

ethical framework protecting all living forms in the current cybernetics of cosmos.  

9. The creation, development, regulation and operation of systems, tools, technologies of cosmos cybernetics. 

10. Establishment of clear definition of cybernetics goals, processes and systems to avoid unnecessary replication of effort, 

facilities and investments to maximize results and fields of study.  

11. Studies establishment of observing systems and the potential benefits to be gained from, the opportunities for, and the 

problems involved in long and short term utilization in earth and space cybernetics activities and exploration for peaceful, 

scientific and evolutive purposes into ethics framework focusing on empowerment. 

12. The cooperation of members of different nations to broaden the vision into a closest approach to truth by different visions, 

methods, beliefs and systems. 
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13. The Black Sky Thinking elements and fundaments may be part of the vital realities of each person in their 

subconscious process, which is assumed to be ubiquitous to everyday thought, language and actions of collective, positive 

cybernetics. 

14.  Black Sky Thinking may be ubiquitous protocols of continuous improvement and emergent solutions at any emergent reality 

of cosmos cybernetics to generate reality intelligence and sensitiveness. 

Black Sky Thinking Confederation will be formed by experts in different fields who will extend their incursion into different 

areas to generate a wider view of accurate, assertive and adaptable to emergent realities solutions including ethics, environment and 

psyche well-being of living forms. 

The Board of members will be responsible to define structures, policies, ethic codes, implementations and models in the 

areas of: economics, politics, education, ecology, science, arts and humanitarian areas. 

Economics 

The board of members to create modifications in Economics are: neurologists, psychologists of future challenges, 

geneticists, economists, behavioral sociologists, mathematicians. 

Economic goals may be focused on: Define economic models that support a smart, efficient and humanly 

satisfactory use of cybernetics capability of cosmos (atoms) for the well-being of personal and group interaction in 

cosmos. 

Define economic models to improve DNA in earth and in the interaction with space. The economic models may be 

dynamic and modified according to the new challenges that the intervention of technology in human activities of 

production and economics generate. The model may include statistics of human kind intervention in the repair, 

homeostasis and improvement of their physical, intellectual, emotional and spiritual environment. Economic 

parameters may include happiness level, humanistic activities, environment improvement, cosmos cybernetics 

development. 

Economy may also be a flexible system adapting to the emergent new realities created by human kind. Economy 

model may leave the abstract form to turn it into a humanistic model to improve human kind evolution. Concepts 

like honesty, trustable, happiness, etc… may be monitored in order to find that the economic model serves like a 

tool of improvement. 

 Science: the science model will support economics, creativity of technology to empower human kind cybernetics and 

interaction with cosmos. 

The board of members to create modifications in Science parameters: formal sciences with social science to 

measure impact of Black Sky Thinking actions in individuals as in cosmos cybernetics.  

Science goals may be focused on: The generation of a matrix to measure the impact in cosmos of human kind 

activity including pollution, waste, irreparable damages (point of no return), evolution (physical, chemical, bios, 

logos), the influence of logos in the transformation of universe, etc… 

Creation of sustainable values and goals framework that will interest, inspire and direct human kind to act in a way 

that helps to ensure the longevity and resilience of environment, economy, society and universe exploration and 

use. 

Human kind should overpass from the level of enthusiastic youth of discovery toward the mature state of 

responsible management of knowledge use. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Subconscious
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 Politics: the politics models will support a new emergent social, economic and educative models technology to empower 

human kind cybernetics and interaction with cosmos. 

The board of members to create modifications in Politics, are: neurologists, psychologists of future challenges, 

geneticists, economists, behavioral sociologists, mathematicians. 

Politics goals may be focused on: 

Define the types of politics that have a positive impact in the singularity and the well-being of living forms. 

Politics for positive and assertive actions oriented to evolve in the Black Sky Thinking framework. 

Define types of politics that will generate an environment of trust, stability and improvement.  

Study the impact of politics in human kind behavior and politics that will deliver a positive change in human kind. 

Education: the education models will support a new emergent social, economic and educative models technology to 

empower human kind cybernetics and interaction with universe. 

The board of members to create modifications in Education, are: neurologists, psychologists of future challenges, 

geneticists, economists, behavioral sociologists, mathematicians. 

Education goals may be focused on:  

Re-engineering educational models to shortage the time-space- waste of human capital to obtain maximized 

results, orientated to have an efficient use of the universe. Reduce the time-space investment of human capital in 

waste, irrelevant and negative information. 

Enhance value-creating system to deliver positive engaging and inclusive change in society, widen the vision of 

human kind impact in cosmos. 

Create a framework to deliver education to produce business and operations in an ethical and compliant manner. 

Provide goals, visions, philosophies and ideas that will lead the students to demonstrate operational technologies 

that lead to excellence and assertive performance minimizing negative impact environmental, cultural, 

psychological and ethical realities. 

Include in the educational framework family interaction in the well-being and high performance of the individual and 

the generation of innovative tools, policies, philosophies and systems to improve personal and group performance. 

Arts: the education models will support a new emergent art model to comprehend and include the laws, structures and 

processes of art included in cosmos. 

The board of members to create modifications in Arts, are: neurologists, psychologists of future challenges, 

geneticists, economists, behavioral sociologists, mathematicians. 

Arts goals may be focused on: continuously define politics, procedures and information to have an efficient, 

intelligent and artistic interaction with cosmos.  

Align the human kind interaction surpassing the mechanical, industrial and technological systems toward an artistic, 

harmonized and engaging field based on the natural art fundaments of universe (1.61833…). 

Ecology: the education models will support a new emergent social, economic and educative models technology to empower 

human kind cybernetics and interaction with cosmos. 
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The board of members to create modifications in Arts, are: neurologists, psychologists of future challenges, 

geneticists, economists, behavioral sociologists.  

Goal: The generation of procedures, politics and systems to reduce the negative impact of human kind actions in 

cosmos. 

The creation of a matrix of resilience, homeostasis and self- replicating healing systems, procedures and patterns 

to reduce and solve negative actions of human kind in nature. 

The creation of a framework to protect the current existing systems, patterns and interactions of living forms in 

earth and those to be known in out action of universe exploration. 

III. The Black Sky Thinking Experimental City 

 Black Sky Thinking Experimental City will be divided in two cities: a nomadic city and an immovable city. This city will be 

connected to the Black Sky Thinking Matrix in order to keep providing info of its advancements like a global community and of the 

personal achievements of its members. The goal is to define the most accurate ways of designing sustainable, accurate, assertive 

and fast ways of the universe exploration and leadership. 

 The city will be built by structures with devices to measure: 

I. The ecological impact of human kind in cosmos 

a. Sustainability of process [measurement of process possible repetitions respecting nature] 

b. Eco-circle (industries with zero pollution-print [carbon, nano-level, water, air, etc.] 

II. Development socio-economic indicators, welfare and quality of life structures 

III. Cultural, intellectual and emotional welfare 

a. Measurement of collective cultural, intellectual and emotional well-being. 

i. Cultural: assistance and use of libraries, theatres, concerts with high development and 

quality context. 

ii. Intellectual: the production of books, movies, art of high development and quality context. 

The creation of new systems, philosophies, ideas and discoveries that produce a positive 

impact. 

iii. Emotional: measurement of well-being, positive thinking expressions and social perception 

of their well-being.  

iv. Space visions: statistics of human development of creating solutions, systems, policies and 

philosophies for space exploration, management and leadership. 

b. Measurement of personal cultural, intellectual and emotional well-being. 

i. Cultural: assistance and use of libraries, theatres, concerts with high development and 

quality context. 

ii. Intellectual: the production of books, movies, art of high development and quality context. 

The creation of new systems, philosophies, ideas and discoveries that produce a positive 

impact. 

iii. Emotional: measurement of well-being, positive thinking expressions and social perception 

of their well-being through the measurement of their chemical reactions by wearable devices.  

iv. Space visions: statistics of human development of creating solutions, systems, policies and 

philosophies for space exploration, management and leadership. 

IV. Sustainable development: measure the economical, ecological and emotional sustainability of personal and 

collective actions. 
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Let’s transform human kind into cosmic poets, noble sculptors of matter, wizards of reality, musicians of the energy waves of 

continuous flow of positive improvement, alchemists of happiness; let’s transform the blueprints of human kind into a design of 

prosperity, happiness and achievement in the cosmos cybernetics. Orenda Urbano Hernández. 

End notes: 

Black Sky Thinking Matrix by www.antroposdesign.org : 
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